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Introduction
As a Level One coach you need to identify WHAT TO coach 10 – 14 year old camogie players, advance your
HOW TO coach skills learnt at the Camán Get a Grip course and to develop the HOW TO coach skills of
observation, analysis and providing feedback which will be the focus of the Camán Get Hooked course.
The job of the Level One coach is three fold:

•
•
•

Improve Player Performance
Introduce Basic Principles of Play
Provide Feedback to Players

As you are now dealing with players of a higher ability and an older age group your role as a coach will need
to evolve. There will a greater emphasis on coaching tactical awareness and setting up practices where
players have to make game like decisions.
At Level One the coach would aim to have slicker organisation and better demonstrations. Communication
with players will be more detailed in terms of addressing them before, during and after games/training.
Planning will be encouraged on the basis of goal setting. As coaches you will be challenged to identify and
prioritise the things your team needs to work on and to plan accordingly. You will be assisted in planning a
series of sessions as opposed to a single session, by learning how to link sessions, which is a key element
of successful coaching.
Similar to players, coaches learn by doing so you will be given an opportunity to work on the HOW TO
coach skills during the course while coaching the skills and principles of play relevant to players of 10 -14
years of age.
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Role of the Coach
“To satisfy players’ needs through improving playing performance and increasing enjoyment from
participating in games and practices”

Qualities of a Good Coach

•
•
•
•
•

Approachable
Tactful and sensitive
Self control
Reliable and trustworthy
Firm, fair and consistent

•
•
•
•
•

Sense of humour
Enthusiastic
Leadership
Planner/organiser
Teacher/communicator

•
•
•
•

Knowledgeable
Resourceful/improviser
Self confident/decisive
Command respect

A lot of the time the coach is expected to be

•
•
•
•
•

An instructor
An assessor
An adviser
An organiser
A friend

•
•
•
•
•

A mentor/facilitator
A chauffeur
A supporter
A fact finder
A motivator

•
•
•
•

A counsellor
A water carrier
A planner
A fountain of all
knowledge!!

Skills of the Coach
Foundation Level Coach

Level One Coach

Job of the Level One Coach

Plan
Organise
Introduce
Demonstrate
Explain

Further develop above skills
O
Observe
A
Analyse
P
Provide Feedback

Provide Fun and Enjoyment
Develop the Players’ Skills
Improve Player Performance
Introduce Basic Principles of Play
Provide Feedback to Players

Fundamentally a coach’s job is to apply the skills outlined above on the training field and at games. As much as
possible try to have other people look after the multitude of other things a coach is often expected to do.

Remember:
“What really matters is what one can do with what one knows”
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Communication
“Coaching is communication. Every act of coaching requires you to communicate. Successful coaches are
masterful communicators”. Ref: Successful Coaching by Rainer Martens
Verbal Communication
Telling
Questioning
Feedback

•
•
•

Non-Verbal Communication
Body language
Demonstration
Touch
Voice expression
Role modelling

•
•
•
•
•

Effective Communication
Use different types of communication as different players respond differently to different types of
communication
Create an open environment-be interested and enthusiastic
Use active listening skills: stop; look; listen; respond
Give clear and concise instructions
Demonstrate, provide feedback and give specific instructions
Use positive reinforcement and encouragement

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Communication Process

Internal
Response
to Message

Thought

Thought
translated
into
message

Message Interpreted

`
Message
Transmitted
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Meeting with Parents
All over Ireland new children are joining Camogie clubs, in many instances their parents may have little
knowledge of Camogie and may not know the members of the club. It is imperative that they are informed of
what the club is all about, what games are provided and the training structures in place.

Planning a meeting

•
•
•
•
•

When should the meeting be held?
How long should the meeting be?
Should the players attend the meeting?
Where should the meeting take place?
How should the meeting be conducted?

Sample Agenda
1.

Introductions

2.

Coaching Philosophy

•
•
•
•
3.

The value of camogie
The methods you use to coach, you might describe a typical session
The emphasis you give to winning, having fun and developing physically and psychologically
What you expect of each player

Explanation of camogie:

•

The skills, scoring and the rules (use a video clip).

4.

Potential Risks

5.

Season Specifics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How often and when does the team train?
How long is the season?
How many games will there be?
How do you decide who plays and who does not?
What equipment does each player need to have?
Where is equipment available and how much does it cost?
What rules/codes of behaviour are in place?
How will players be disciplined?
How much is membership fee and insurance?
How frequently does the team travel?
What are the travel arrangements?
Parental rota for training
Parental rota for games
Policy for overnight or day team trips
Fundraising

6.

Question and Answer Session

7.

Player Registration Forms

8.

Coach and Club Contacts

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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80 Ways to say “Very Good!”
Provided to the Soccer Coach Mailing List by Gary Rue, who took the following from a 1991 article in Soccer
Journal that was initially printed in “Growing Parent,” January 1983. Actually, it was 86 ways, but I edited a few
out. Gary Rue - garyrue@bellsouth.net
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Good for you!
Superb
You did that very well
You’ve got it made
Terrific
That’s not bad!
Couldn’t have done it better myself.
Marvellous!
You’re doing fine.
You’re really improving.
You’re on the right track now!
Now you’ve got it figured out.
Outstanding!
That’s coming along nicely.
I know you can do it.
Good work.
You figured that out fast.
I think you’ve got it now.
I’m proud of the way you worked today.
Tremendous!
You certainly did well today
Perfect!
Nice going
You’ve got your brain in gear today
Now you’ve got the hang of it
WOW!
Wonderful!
You’re getting better every day
You’re learning fast
You make it look easy
That’s much better
Nice try
Super!
You did a lot of work today
Keep it up!
Congratulations
Exactly right!
Nice going
Excellent!
Sensational!

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

You’re doing beautifully
You’ve just mastered that!
That’s the best ever
That’s great!
Way to go!
That’s the way to do it!
That’s quite an improvement
Good thinking
Keep up the good work
That’s it!
That’s better
You haven’t missed a thing
Fantastic!
You outdid yourself today
You’re doing a good job
That’s the right way to do it
That’s better
Right on!
That’s the best you’ve ever done!
That’s RIGHT!
You must have been practicing!
Great!
Keep working on it... you’re getting better
You remembered!
That kind of work makes me very happy
You’re really working hard today
I knew you could do it!
I’m very proud of you
One more time and you’ll have it
Fine!
That’s good
Good job
You really make this fun
Good remembering
You are doing much better today
Keep on trying
You are really learning a lot
You’ve just about got it
I’ve never seen anyone do it better!
You are very good at that.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Dealing with Indiscipline
“The start of an argument is like the first break in a dam; stop it before it goes any further”
Ref: Proverbs 17:14

Sometimes as a coach you may have to deal with indiscipline,
the following may be of assistance.

Typical Examples of Indiscipline

•
•
•
•

Non-attendance at training
Poor punctuality
Bad attitude on field e.g. selfish with the ball/not working hard
enough/criticising team mates/match officials etc/aggressive
Bad attitude off the field e.g. not being constructive/positive

How to Avoid Indiscipline

•
•
•
•
•

Establish expectations/ Agree a code of conduct
Be fair and consistent
Use praise
Plan for fun and involvement
The coach must take tough decisions if the need arises. Do not allow
problems to fester or ignore problems

Ways of Dealing with Indiscipline

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet with the player
Deal with problem as it arises
Discuss immediately after the game
Deal with the problem at the next training session
Deal with it in a light hearted way
Let the committee deal with it
Explain that player has been dropped from the panel
Ignore the matter
Don’t know what to do!!!
Other (e.g. seek an apology/issue a letter of reprimand/give a public warning)

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Steps for Resolving Conflict

1. Stop and Cool Off

2. Define the Problem.
(Use I statements)
Tell the other person what happened.
Tell the other person how you feel.

3. Brainstorm Solutions

4. Choose a solution that
is fair to both of you.
Compromise is the key.

5. Make a Plan.
Describe how you will put it into action.

6. Agree to the Plan.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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How Children Learn Best
“Tell Me and I Forget”
We remember 10% of all we hear.

“Show me and I remember”
We remember 50% of all we see.

“Involve Me and I understand”
We remember 90% of all we do.

SO “LET THEM DO”!!!!
Stages of Learning
1.

Cognitive phase
Breaking the skill into its component
parts and developing each part

2.

Associative phase
Combining each of the component
parts into a smooth action

3.

Autonomous phase
Developing the learned skill so
that it becomes automatic

11

HOW CHILDREN LEARN BEST

Learning Opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Young people learn through activity and fun
Select activities that provide variety
Include challenges in each session
Give lots of praise for improvement and effort
Grade activities - early activities easy and later ones more difficult
Allow young people to be with their friends
Allow young people to learn
Suit the players’ age, level of maturation, level of fitness and skill acquisition
Be relevant to the level of competition
Be flexible to deal with the available facilities and environmental conditions
Ref: GAA Website

Creating A Learning Experience
How Do You Become Good?

•
•
•
•

Practice
By Doing It!
By Trial & Error
Getting it Wrong at First/Learning from Mistakes
Why Do You Feel Good About It?

•
•
•
•

Reactions of Other People
Feedback
Compliments
Seeing the Results
What Went Wrong?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of Opportunity to Practice
“Bad” Feedback- Critical, Hostile, Negative
No Motivation
Fear of Failure
Couldn’t See Why it was Worth Doing
Lack of Time to Make Sense of It
Unable to Understand It before Moving On

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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HOW CHILDREN LEARN BEST

Providing Feedback

True or False?
1.

Save feedback until the end of practice so as not to disrupt practice time.

FALSE.
2.

The sooner feedback is given the better.

More frequent feedback is better than less frequent feedback.

TRUE.

Within reason. The more often players get useful feedback
the more they will try to correct their performance.

3.

When a player is making mistakes, it is best to correct only one error at a time.

TRUE.

Learning is more effective when a player attempts to correct only
one error at a time. You as coach need to decide which should be corrected first.

4.

You and your assistant coaches should be the only people providing
feedback in training.

FALSE.
5.

Older players will and can give feedback to each other.

When giving feedback, you do not need to tell the athlete what was
done incorrectly; just provide feedback about how to do the skill right.

FALSE.

You should feedback what was done wrong;
then explain how to do the skill correctly.

6. Give simple and precise information about how performance can be improved.

TRUE.

Tell as well as show players what they must do to correct errors.
Keep the telling brief.

7.

Provide frequent positive feedback (like “Nice job!” Well done!”)

FALSE.

Positive feedback is good. However specific feedback is more
valuable. e.g. “Nice follow through on that shot.”

NOTE: It also applies to negative feedback. “You shoot terribly” is not very
effective. What is important is how to improve- “keep your head down
and follow through on your shot”
8.

Use sight and sound in providing feedback.

TRUE.

Players learn in different ways, some gain most from explanations
of how to improve where as others need demonstrations.
Ref: Successful Coaching, Martens. p83-84

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Planning & Appraisal
Good planning is essential in coaching as it provides improvements in:

•
•
•
•
•

Skill
Performance
Physical fitness
Mental fitness
Tactics

•
•
•
•

Knowledge of the rules
Overall attitude to sport
Enjoyment
Player & coach confidence

•

Encourage target and goal setting

Good planning helps:

•

Avoid problems/conflict

Planning involves:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning a coaching session
Layout, equipment, numbers, individual requirements and differences
Conducting a coaching session
Evaluating a coaching session
Monthly and seasonal planning
Safety procedures
Time management
Record keeping
Progression: Goal Setting for coaches and players

Longer Term Planning
Planning is central to our work as coaches. It should underpin everything we do. We need to plan to engage
our players and to develop their performance. As the GAA say we want our players to “PLAY AND STAY”. As
a Level One coach the challenge is to evolve from planning an isolated session to looking at the bigger
picture. There is a need to create a link between one week and the next. A longer-term plan is central to
developing player and team performances.
You have looked at planning on a short-term basis (i.e. weekly coaching sessions) at Foundation Level and
will need to consider how these fit into your overall plan or long term objectives.
As a team coach you could ask the following questions:

•
•
•

Where are we now?
Where do we want to go?
How are we going to get there?

15

PLANNING & APPRAISAL

Where are we now?
Examine current ability/knowledge under the following headings:

•
•
•

•
•

Technical
Tactical

Mental fitness
Lifestyle

Physical fitness

Where do we want to go?
What is essential for the players to know/develop in order to play the game/be competitive?

How are we going to get there?
Plan the season, taking into account the following information:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of players
Age range of players
Skill and expertise of players
Number of competitions and games involved (league, championship,
feile & tournaments)
Availability of facilities and equipment
Coaching assistance
Number of training sessions per week
Emphasis placed on various components at different times of season.
Any special events (team meeting; parent’s night; fun events)
Other factors which affect planning (e.g. weather)

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Divide the Season into Phases
Jan

Feb

Mar

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

SEASON
LONG TERM PLANNING

PLAYING SEASON
MEDIUM TERM
PLANNING

PRE-SEASON
MEDIUM TERM
PLANNING
Weekly

Weekly

Fill in competitions and games.
Identify and note what is to be focused on at each stage of
the season.
Mark in training sessions.
Plan sessions on a weekly basis.

Factors to Consider when Planning a Coaching Session
PLAYERS:

Age; why are they there; how many are in the group;
camogie experience; fitness levels.

TIMEFRAME:

How long and how often will they be training?

FACILITIES:

Pitch; Hall; Hurling Wall; Floodlights

RESOURCES:

Hurleys; Sliotars; Helmets; Bibs; Cones; Flags; Whistle; Stopwatch; First Aid.

AIM:

What you want to achieve during the session.

CONTENT:

What you are going to include in the session.

What players need to develop:
8– 11 year olds

11– 14 year olds

Agility - Balance - Co-ordination

Technical & tactical camogie skills

Running - Jumping - Throwing

Fitness within skill drills

Catching - Passing - Kicking - Striking

Principles of play in small-sided gamessupport/exploiting space

Basic camogie skills
Application of skills in game
Spatial awareness - creating space
Develop strength
Small Sided Games
Flexibility
Speed and Agility
Nutritional awareness
Body strength
Hydration practices

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Nutritional Awareness
How to Structure a Coaching Session
Determine your AIM for the session (What do the players/team need to develop or need to know!!).
Draw up your session in detail under the headings:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Warm up
Revision of a skill from the last session
Introduce a new skill
Drills/Small Sided Games/Conditioned Games
Fitness development
Cool down

Typical Coaching Session
Warm-Up
(including stretching)

5-10 minutes

Skill Demonstration
& Skill Drills

15-20 minutes

Game

15-20 minutes

Cool-Down

3-5 minutes

How to Evaluate Your Session
Questions you as a coach could ask yourself after a coaching session.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Was aim of the session achieved?
Were there 200 ball contacts?
Did I include everyone?

What went well?
What could have gone better?
What would I change if I were doing the session
again?

Where did I stand to observe?

•
•
•

What was I looking at?
Did I give appropriate feedback?

Was it active?
Did players learn something?
Was it appropriate?

Was there a purpose?

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Warm Up Activities
Reasons for Warm-Up and Cool Down

Training Session/Game Preparation
Warm Up

Training Session/ Game Closure
Cool down

Helps prepare the body & mind for the
efforts that are to follow

Gives close to the session

Increases heart rate

Reduces heart rate

Increases blood flow

Decreases blood flow

Reduces the risk of injury

Prevents stiffness and soreness

Warm Up Structure

•
•
•

General pulse raisers
Stretching: calf /quadriceps/hamstrings/groin/back/biceps/triceps
Camogie specific activities

Comparison of Warm-Up Activities for Training Sessions and Games

Training Session

Common to Both

Game

Develop structure/routine

Gross body movement

Team warm up routine

Develop fundamentals

Prepares the body and mind

Limited time

Revise a skill

Use the sliotar

free taker/goalkeeper

All participate together

Dynamic stretching

Individual routine

Fun games as warm up

19

WARM UP ACTIVITIES

Fun Warm up Activities
Cops and Robbers (30m X 30m grid)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group divided into two, half cops and half robbers.
All cops have a sliotar each, spread throughout the playing area.
Robbers line up at one end line.
On coach’s signal robbers come out of their area, try to capture the sliotar and then return it to the
player it was taken from.
Any cop who loses her sliotar is captured (Must stand still hopping the sliotar on her hurley).
When all cops are captured the groups change roles.
Winners are the group that catch opponents in the least possible time.

Run the Gauntlet (30m X 15m grid)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Divide group into two teams.
Team 1 are the throwers and spread out down both sides of the running area with a soft ball each. Their
role is to throw the ball at the runner’s legs (below the hip).
Team 2, the runners, aim to “run the gauntlet” without being struck by a ball.
They score 1 point for every successful run.
The winner is the player who scores the most runs in a set time e.g. half a minute.
Throwers are permitted into running zone to retrieve loose balls but must return back to side to throw
the ball.

Tails

•
•
•

All players hang band from back of shorts/skirt/tracksuit.
Players try to remove each other’s tails.
Can have 3-4 catchers or everyone chase each other.

Tig

•
•
•

Select 3-4 catchers.
Chase others around square.
Freeze when caught.

Ball Tag

•

Catchers must tag players with ball in order to freeze them. Balls must not be thrown.

Ankle Wrestling

•
•
•
•

In pairs.
Player 1 tries to tag player 2’s ankles and vice versa.
First to three is the winner.
Rotate the pairs.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Footwork
Tag

•

In pairs 1 tags 2 as often as possible in 30 seconds. Alternate.

Slalom Run

•

Relay race in and out through poles/cones; set out in a staggered fashion.

Stopping

•

Running randomly in an area, stop on the coach’s call.

Toe to Toe

•

In pairs. Aim is to touch your partner’s toes with your toes and vice versa.
NB No stamping.

Tail Snatch

•

In pairs. Both players have a tail; try to snatch each other’s tail.

Shadowing

•

In pairs. Follow the leader within an area.

Wall Tag

•
•
•

Wall of taggers across the middle of play area, must remain stationary.
Other players try to cross from one side to other without being caught.
Variation: Taggers are allowed to shuffle sideways.

Using Ladders

•
•
•

Zigzag through ladder.
Side step through ladder.
Walk/jog through ladder, catching a ball thrown at you.

Jumping:

•

Jump side to side over

•

•

line

•

hurley

•

hurdle

Two footed jumps through the ladder

•

forward

•

sideways

Reaction Ball

•

Toss ball into air, allow to bounce twice, and then try to catch it.

Evasion Belts

•

In pairs. One player leads trying to lose partner by breaking the attachment.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Stretching
Always remember warm-up to stretch, do not stretch to warm-up.
Dynamic movements are the best way to prepare your body for dynamic workouts. Contrary to old beliefs,
the best time to work on static flexibility is at the end of your session, and not at the beginning. After every
session you should follow a 4-6 minute total body static stretching series.
The following series of dynamic movements will develop your flexibility, balance, coordination, mobility and
strength. These should be done at the start of a session during the warm up.

Walking High Knees
Purpose:

To flex the hips and shoulders, and stretch the glutes, quadriceps, lower back and
shoulders.

Procedure:

Take an exaggerated high step, driving your knee as high as possible, and
simultaneously push up on the toes of your opposite foot.
Use the proper arm swing; 90 degree angle at the elbows, hands swing up to chin level
and back beyond rear pocket.

Key Points:

Drive your knees up as high as possible.

Variation:

High knees pull: Same as above but grab your knee and pull it up and in with each
stride.

Walking Lunge
Purpose:

To stretch the glutes, hamstrings, hip flexors and calves.

Procedure:

Step out with a long stride, striking the heel of your forward foot and extending onto the
toes of your back foot.
Complete the cycle by bringing your trail leg through and standing upright.

Key Points:

Position your hands behind your head while keeping your eyes focused forward.
Flex your front knee to 90 degrees and keep your back knee from striking the ground.

Walking Straight Leg Kicks
Purpose:

To stretch the hamstrings, calves and lower back.

Procedure:

Walk forward keeping your front leg straight.
Kick your leg up and touch your toes to the fingers of your opposite hand.
Repeat the cycle with your opposite leg.

Key Points:

Keep your arm extended out parallel with the ground.
On your first set of this drill only kick to 75% capacity, and then on your second set kick
to full capacity.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Running Butt Kicks (20 reps)
Purpose:

To stretch the quadriceps and hip flexors.

Procedure:

Begin running by flexing your knee and bringing your heel back and around to your
buttocks.
Maintain a slight forward lean throughout the drill, and stay on the
balls of your feet.
Complete 20 kicks within 10 metres.

Key Points:

Maintain a quick, yet shallow arm swing, keep your elbows at 90 degrees and drive your
hands from chest to front hip pocket.

Running High Knees (20 reps)
Purpose:

To stretch the glutes, quadriceps, low back and shoulders.

Procedure:

Execute proper running form; keep your elbows at 90 degrees and drive your hands up
to chin level and back to your rear pocket.
Stay on the balls of your feet, and drive your knees up as high as possible, and then
down as quickly as possible.

Running Carioca
Purpose:

To stretch the abductors, adductors, glutes, ankles and hips.

Procedure:

Stay on the balls of your feet with your hips in a low semi-squat position.
Begin the drill by twisting your hips and crossing one leg in front of the other, bring your
trail leg through, and cross your lead leg behind the trail leg.
Your shoulders remain square through the entire drill.

Back Pedal
Purpose:

To stretch the hip flexors, quadriceps and calves.

Procedure:

Keeping your hips and knees bent with shoulders positioned over the balls of your feet.
For the first 10 metres utilize short choppy steps.
For the second 10 metres open up your stride and kick back.

Arm Swings, Forward and Backward
Purpose:

To stretch the chest, shoulders and upper back.

Procedure:

Swing your arms forward, so they cross, and swing them back as far as possible.
This drill should be done in a controlled continuous fashion for 10 repetitions.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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WARM UP ACTIVITIES

Side Bend, Over and Back
Purpose:

To stretch the triceps, upper back, abdominals, and obliques.

Procedure:

Bend to one side while holding your opposite arm overhead, quickly reverse direction
and stretch the other side.
This drill should be done in a controlled continuous fashion for 10 stretches on each
side of your body.

Power Skip
Purpose:

To further prepare your body for full speed action.

Procedure:

The power skip is executed by doing an explosive, exaggerated skip while emphasizing
height rather than distance. Emphasize a big arm swing and explosive knee lift.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Skill Development
“SKILL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR TO DEVELOP IF POTENTIAL IS TO BE REALISED”
“It takes 200 ball contacts per person in order to improve your skill from yesterday” (Australian Institute of Sport)
In order to achieve this:
100% of the children
100% of the time

90% Active
100% Engaged
100% with the Ball

•
•

(Paudie Butler, National Hurling Director)

Skills to be developed

•
•
•

•
•
•

Lifting
Striking from the hand
Hand pass

50/50 fast swing
Blocking
Catching

•
•
•

Solo run
Tackling
Hooking

Skills to be introduced:

•

Specialist Skills
• Free taking

• Sideline cuts

• Goalkeeping

How to Coach a Skill
IDEAL Model
Introduce – Short introduction, keep it brief, remember players come to “do”
Demonstrate – Players learn more by seeing the skill in action
Explain the skill – little explanation, the less talking the better, get them involved
Action – “let them do” – players come to play so let them play!
Looking - the coach should continuously look at safety, technique, and decision-making.

•
•
•
•
•

How can skills be developed?

“Tell Me and I Forget”

•
•
•
•

Individual Practices
Practice on your own/against the wall
Skill Challenges
Skill drills:
Basic/Intermediate/Advanced
Small Sided Games
Conditioned Games
Full Match

We remember 10% of all we hear.
“Show me and I remember”
We remember 50% of all we see.
“Involve Me and I understand”

•
•
•

We remember 90% of all we do.
SO “LET THEM DO”!!!!
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Practice Principles

•
•
•
•
•
•

Correct skill

The Process of Coaching

Contest-like conditions
Short and frequent
Use time efficiently
Optimal use of facilities
and equipment
Fun, Fun & more Fun!!!!!

•
•
•
•
•

Imagine the skill (the catch)
Know what to look for (coaching points)
Observe skill technique (head, hands, feet)
Provide relevant feedback
(based on coaching points)
Repeat skill (continue practice)

Drills
Technical proficiency can be explored and developed through three levels, as experience
increases.

Basic Drills:

쒆
쒆

The ball does the work, i.e. players are stationary. Skills are more easily learned and
better practiced in this manner initially.

Intermediate Drills:

Ball and players do the work, i.e. movement of players is introduced

Advanced Drills:
Increasing levels of pressure are applied and in many cases the drill consists of
performing a number of skills

쒆

Pressure can be introduced by many means, most of which comply with one of the
guidelines:

•
•
•

Decrease the TIME in which the skill must be performed
Increase the SPEED at which the skill must be performed
Reduce the SPACE in which the skill must be performed

Modified Games
Tactical prowess and team play can be effectively developed and reinforced through use
of modified games, while technique is further developed as pressure is increased.

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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쒆
Small-Sided Games:

쒆

Games usually organised within grids, consisting, of 2 V 1, 2 V 2, 3 V 2, 3 V 3, 4 V 3, 4 V 4 and so on.

Backs and Forwards:
Players are organised as a set of backs and forwards as they would be positioned for a full game, or using
small numbers, e.g. Five attackers and four defenders etc. ‘Feeder’ players can be organised as a single
player in the midfield area, 1 V 1 midfield, 2 V 2 midfield or as a variation on backs and forwards at the other
end of the pitch. This will ensure the ball is played into the backs and forwards area in a variety of ways
simulating a real match situation.

쒆

9/11/13/15 A-Side Games:
Games organised within full pitch or compressed pitch situations. As the number of players is increased the
level of Technical, Tactical and Team Play developed more closely mirrors that required during real match
situations.
Using Conditioned Rules, Conditioned Scoring Systems or introducing specific Tactical Ploys can further
vary all three Modified Game types. Particular conditions will force players to improve certain aspects of
their game, e.g. No Solo Running would force players to focus on their catching, lifting and striking skills,
while also improving their awareness of other players and emphasising support play.
Ref: GAA Website

Sample Rules for Conditioned Games:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No soloing
No hand passing
Weak side only
Restricted number of hand passes/ restricted hand passing areas
Players not permitted to call/shout for passes
Modifications/conditions to apply to specific player(s)
Modifications/conditions to apply all players

CAMOGIE LEVEL ONE COURSE
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Spot and Fix
Derry Coaching Tips by Philip Kerr
Derry GAA Website
Find the player with no technical problems in his or her game and I’ll find you a leprechaun in return. All
players need specific technical coaching at some time during their careers. Granted, this is best done at an
early stage [e.g. between the ages of 7 and 11], but the reality is that coaches deal with many older players
who still have problems with kicking, catching, tackling, blocking, evading, lifting, fist passing etc. that were
probably not fixed years ago.
If you coach, then you should be able to ‘spot and fix’ faults in technique. To ignore such problems is
tantamount to saying….’He never could do it and he never will’. Let’s hope you’re not the coach who
recognises the problem, but prefers to work on physical fitness instead – there are plenty about! So, how do
you fix once you have spotted?
The secret lies in the phrase ‘Head, Hands, Feet for Better Technique’. If you watch a player perform a
technique [e.g. a shot for a point] you must look for head position, hand position and feet position during
the execution of the technique. This sounds so complicated and yet it isn’t.
Take the example of a player kicking for a point with his right foot. More often than not, he misses to the
right of the posts. Some coaches may try to solve the problem by asking the player to ‘aim left’, but that is
like asking a golfer who slices to aim down another fairway so that the ball can curve back. Better to look for
the following –

•
•
•

HEAD…is his head up as he kicks? This will cause the player to lean back and push the ball
further to the right.
HANDS…is he dropping the ball two-handed, cross-handed or is he holding the ball too far from
his body?
FEET….is his standing foot pointing nowhere near the target? Is he playing the ball off the
outside of his boot?

Think about coaching through HEAD, HANDS, and FEET.
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Small Sided Games
Small-sided games can be used to develop technique, tactics, mental and physical fitness.
Modifications can be made to the playing dimensions, equipment, duration of play, rules, scoring
system, player’s roles etc.

Why Small Sided Games?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater participation for all players
Increases the enjoyment for children
Opportunities to touch the ball increases
Reduces crowding and confusion
Greater space, allows more time for execution of skills
Increased opportunities for learning the game
Reduces the chance of injury
Increased physical activity levels
Increases opportunity for expression of potential
Opportunity to group weaker players together so they achieve success.

Setting Up Small Sided Games

욼
욼
욼
욼
욼
욼
욼
욼
욼

1v1
2v1
2v2
3v2
4v2
5v2
3v3
4v4
5v5

Ref: (Ulster GAA Learn to Train Games Section)

Conditioned Games
Conditioned Games are practices that focus on different aspects of team play through games. They are
often undertaken in a defined space. Many variations may be used, depending on the objective of the game,
e.g. 2 V 1, 2 V 2, 3 V 2, 3 V 3. Conditioned Games can be used to develop the ability to retain possession
(passing sequences), to create or reduce space (3 V 2 etc) or to develop contact or reaction skills. Modified
Scoring Systems (e.g. target scores or time limits) and Modified Playing Rules (e.g. no solo run or hand
pass only) can be used to focus on particular techniques or aspects of decision-making.
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Conditioned Game to Focus on Blocking.

•
•
•
•

No striking on the ground.
No solo run
First player to the ball, picks it up unopposed.
Team is awarded a bonus point for each block achieved.

Manipulate STEPR to condition or modify games.
Space:

can be made bigger or smaller to make the game easier or more difficult.

Task:

the players can be given different tasks e.g. can only strike on weaker side.

Equipment:

use a smaller or bigger ball.

Players:

use more or less players e.g. 4 V 2.

Rules:

change the rules e.g. a bonus goal for a block.

Sample Conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No contact/limited contact
No soloing/limited soloing
Restriction on the use of the hand pass
Players permitted to take the ball in the hand only once
No calling for passes
Sliotar to be played on the ground only
Frees to be taken by the player who is fouled
Sidelines to be taken by player nearest to it
Players rotate positions after a particular number of scores or certain time period
Sliotar must be played into a created wide channel before a shot can be made for a score.

GAA Go Games

•

First Touch (U8)

•

Quick Touch (U10)

•

Smart Touch (U12)

While the playing rules for First, Quick and Smart Touch are not necessarily set in stone, the principle of
ensuring that all participants get to play the full game is as is the principle of not awarding medals or
trophies arising from success in the Go Games.
Benefits of the Go Games
1.

Increased enjoyment

2.

Increased number of touches on the ball

3.

Increased physical work rate

4.

Increased perception of competence
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Go Games
First Touch (U8)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four quarters of seven minutes duration.
Pitch 45m long by 40m wide, with three zones, 20m, 5m, and 20m.
7V7
One goalkeeper, two defenders, two midfielders and two attackers.
Defenders and attackers must remain within their zone, midfielders can enter any zone but
must return to middle zone for puck outs, frees and sidelines.
Play begins with a puck out.
All ground hurling except goalkeeper.
No kicking the ball.
Frees to be taken on the ground by the player fouled.
Sidelines to be taken by the nearest player.
20m free instead of a 45m.

Scoring:

1 point for between upright and cone 5m outside it.
2 points for over the bar.
3 points for a goal.

Bonus skill points e.g. 1 point for doubling on the ground.

Quick Touch (U10)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four quarters of eight minutes duration.
Pitch 65m long and 40m wide, with three zones, 30m, 5m, 30m.
9V9
First and third quarter may catch and strike.
Second and fourth quarter, ground striking only.
One goalkeeper, three defenders, two midfielders and three attackers.
Defenders and attackers must remain within their zone, midfielders can enter any zone but
must return to middle zone for puck outs, frees and sidelines.
Play begins with a puck out.
No kicking the ball.
Frees to be taken from the hand by the player fouled.
Sidelines to be taken by the nearest player.
30m free instead of a 45m.

Scoring:

2 points for over the bar.
3 points for a goal.

Bonus skill points e.g.1 point for overhead catch
Adaptations: Allow lifting the ball during all quarters
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Smart Touch (U12)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two x 20 minute halves.
Pitch 90m long by 40m wide, with no zones.
11 V 11
One goalkeeper, four defenders, two midfielders and four attackers.
Play begins with a throw in.
No kicking the ball.
Frees to be taken from the hand or lift and strike (if capable) by the player fouled.
Sidelines to be taken by the nearest player.
45 metres free.

Scoring:

1 point for over the bar.
3 points for a goal.

Bonus skill points e.g. 1 point for block/hook.
Adaptations:

Lift into the hand.
10m solo run allowed.

At Training
Why would you stop the game?

•
•
•
•

To provide feedback
Game may be one-sided, lost competitive edge
Player injured
To rotate players (change goalkeeper)

What do you say?

•
•

Encourage
Positive and constructive feedback

Where do you stand?

•
•
•

Stand in the middle of the field
Stand to one sideline
Stand in middle of two pitches
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Sample Drills & Games
LIFTING
Roll Lift
When to use:

Key Factors:

Common Errors:

Coaching Tip:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frees
Wet conditions
When player is stationary under no pressure
Near the sideline
Lifting Position
Left foot next to ball
Hurley parallel to ground
Place hurley on sliotar and roll quickly
Cup bas hand to catch the ball
Hurley not parallel to the ground
Foot not next to the ball
Player does not bend back enough
Left hand not far enough down hurley
If players are having difficulty get them to
perform the skill kneeling down

Sample Drills
Drill 1
Drill 2

Drill 3

•

Sliotar each, all roll lift.

•
•
•

In pairs, one lifting, one counts.
How many can you do in a minute?
Try to beat your own score!

•
•
•

Players jog around cones placed in a circle, four
sliotars placed in the circle.
Players numbered 1 to 4.
Coach calls a number; players with that number
run to the centre and complete four roll lifts.
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•
•
•
•

Drill 4

Place a line of sliotars about 5m from the sideline.
Players in pairs.
Player 1 roll lifts the sliotar, places it back on the ground.
Player 2 repeats and so on.

Jab Lift

•
•

When to use:

•
•
•
•
•

Key Factors:

Common Errors:

•
•
•
•

When players are on the run
Fine weather

Lifting Position
Left foot next to ball
Hurley parallel to ground
Jab hurley under sliotar and scoop it
Cup bas hand to catch the ball
Hurley not parallel to the ground
Foot not next to the ball
Player does not bend back enough
Left hand not far enough down hurley

Key:
P

= Player

•

=

왖

Sliotar

= Cone (C)

Sample Drills
Drill 1

Cone 1
Cone 2
Cone 3
Cone 4
Cone 5

•
•
•
•
•
•

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•

왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•

왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•

왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•

왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•
왖•

P1 jab lifts sliotar at C1 & places at C2
Jab lifts at C3, places at C4 and runs around C5
Jab lifts at C4 & places at C3
Jab lifts at C2 & places at C1
P2 repeats
Variation: Jab Lift Relay
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Drill 2

•
•
•
•
•

P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

•

•

•

•

•

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

Players line up facing each other as arranged (4-5m apart) with a sliotar between them
P1 runs forward lifts the sliotar, passes to P2 who is running backwards
P2 catches the sliotar, drops it and keeps reversing
Continue across a designated distance (e.g. width of the pitch)
Reverse rolls, P2 now lifts and P1 reverses

Drill 3
Jab Lift – Game Situation
P9

P8

P7

P6

P5 P4

P3

P2

P1

Coach

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Organise players in groups of three as above
Players turn their backs to the coach who scatters 2 sliotars about 10-15m away
Coach blows the whistle and first three players attempt to jab lift the sliotars
Players who run to the sliotar at the same time may tackle for it
Competition: Players who successfully lift the sliotar go into the next round.
Players who fail to lift the sliotar are out

Catching
Low Catch
Key Factors:

Common Errors:

Chest Catch

•
•
•
•
•
•

Overhead Catch

Eyes on the sliotar
Cup bas hand
Allow sliotar to fall into hand
Relax hand on contact
Grabbing at the sliotar- let sliotar fall into hand
Sliotar rebounds out of hand- relax hand on impact
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Focus on Catching

•

Fun Games

•

Modified Equipment

On Own

•
•
•
•
•

Throw up and catch
Throw up, clap and catch
Bounce ball off wall and catch
Bounce ball off ground and catch
Same as previous two but with a reaction ball

In Pairs

•

Throwing and catching at chest/waist/knee height
a) stationary
b) moving in their own space
c) moving in an area shared with others.
d) throwing against the wall-in pairs. 1 throws and 2 catches etc

Piggy in the Middle

•

3 V 1 in a 5m X 5m grid, throwing and catching.

Adaption:

Hand pass instead of throwing.

Defend the Tower

•

Groups of five, four attackers and one defender.

Aim:

4 attackers try to throw the ball at large cone defended by defending player.

Space Invaders

•
•
•
•

Playing area is 30m x 10m marked out into three zones of 10 X 10m.
Select two teams of three called A and B; then number them 1, 2 and 3.
Team A (Invaders) start in the end zone.
Number 1 of team B goes to middle zone to act as a defender (Alien).

Defenders must remain in their own zone.
Aim:

Attackers try to move the ball from one end zone to the other without losing possession of the
ball. If they do the defender passes it back to attackers to continue their invasion

Scoring:

Invaders score 1 point for passing ball successfully through each zone
i.e. without ball dropping or alien intercepting.
Allow invaders to score as many points as possible in a set time e.g. two to three minutes.

Adaption:

As skill improves more defenders may be added one at a time to each of the other zones.

Team B then act as invaders
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Overhead Catch

•
•
•

Key Factors

•
•
•
•

Common Errors:

Move feet to get in line with oncoming sliotar
Adopt ready position
Raise hurley in this position above head by extending
both hands as far as possible
Release bas hand from hurley, placing it in front of the
hurley with open cupped hand facing oncoming sliotar
Use fingers and thumb to close in around sliotar
Grabbing at the sliotar- let sliotar fall into hand
Sliotar rebounds out of hand- relax hand on impact

Sample Drill
P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

•

•

•

•

•

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

•
•
•
•

Players organised in pairs 3m apart.
P1 throws sliotar underarm to pass over P2’s head.
P2 catches sliotar.
Reverse roles.

Progressions:

•
•
•

Introduce an opponent to put the catcher under pressure.
Both players try to catch, best out of five wins
Opponent blocks while other player catches.

NOTE: Players may find it difficult to throw sliotar appropriately overhead. In this case other mentors/older
players/parents could be used to facilitate the practice.

Handpass
When to use:

Key Factors:

Common Errors:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passing a short distance
To score a goal or a point
Sliotar in bas hand, close to hip
Hold hurley mid way up shaft with other hand
Sliotar is tossed up a few inches
Sliotar struck at waist height with an under arm action
Follow through
Sliotar is thrown up too high
Hand is brought back too far
Sliotar is palmed inaccurately (due to incorrect follow through)
Incorrect hand used to pass
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Sample Drill
Drill 1

•
•

P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

•

•

•

•

•

•

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

Hand pass and Catch
How many successful passes in a minute?

Drill 2
Combine two groups together from drill 1.

•
•

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P1

P1

P1

P1

P1

•

•

•

•

•

P2

P2

P2

P2

P2

P4

P4

P4

P4

P4

P1 takes four steps and hand passes to P2 and goes to the back of P2’s line.
P2 takes four steps and hand passes to P3 etc

Competition:

•
•

First team to get back to their original position.
First team to complete 10 successful passes.

Drill 3

Criss-Cross Passing
P3

P1•

왖

왖

•P1

P3

왖

P2

P4

왖
P4

•
•
•
•

P2

왖

Players arranged at the four corners of a square.
P1 walks/runs diagonally through the square, hand passes to P2 and
joins the back of P2’s line.
P2 continues and passes to P3 etc
Safety: Encourage all players to keep to the left of the middle cone as they approach it.
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Sample Games
4V0

(8 players-2 teams)

Four players in a grid playing ball to each other (throwing/hand-passing)
Introduce one defender. Now it is 4 V 1.
Introduce a second defender and so on.
When team of four lose possession, the two teams rotate.

Defend the Tower

•

Groups of five, four attackers and one defender.

Aim: 4 attackers try to throw the ball at large cone defended by defending player.

Space Invaders

•

Playing area is 30m x 10m marked out into three zones of 10 X 10m.

•

Select two teams of three called A and B; then number them 1, 2 and 3.

•

Team A (Invaders) start in the end zone.

•

Number 1 of team B goes to middle zone to act as a defender (Alien).

•

Defenders must remain in their own zone.

Aim:

Attackers try to move the ball from one end zone to the other without
losing possession of the ball. If they do the defender passes it back
to attackers to continue their invasion

Scoring:

Invaders score 1 point for passing ball successfully through each zone
i.e. without ball dropping or alien intercepting.
Allow invaders to score as many points as possible in a set time
e.g. two to three minutes.

Adaption:

As skill improves more defenders may be added one at a time to each
of the other zones.

Team B then act as invaders
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Striking From The Hand
Key Factors

•
•
•
•
•

Common Errors:

•
•
•
•
•

Striking on right hand side, point left shoulder towards
target, sliotar cupped in left hand
Hurley is upright in front of left shoulder
Toss sliotar to shoulder height
Strike at knee height
Follow through
Not throwing sliotar up properly
Striking sliotar at incorrect height
Not bending elbows
Positioning of feet
No/inaccurate follow through

On Own
Off a Wall
How many strikes does it take to get from one side of the field to the other?
Sample Drills

In pairs
To partner in the air
To partner low along the ground
To partner’s chest (short & snappy)

Goal to Goal
Goals 5m wide, Goals 20-30m apart, two players, play to 10 goals.

Striking at Targets

•
•
•
•

Hoola hoops on wall.
Circle on walls.
Cones as skittles.
Hoola Hoops hanging from crossbar.

Place poles 2 feet in from uprights and shoot for goal between poles and uprights.
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In Threes
P1 •

•
•
•
•

P2

• P3

Both P1 and P3 have a sliotar.
P1 plays ball to P2 who returns it.
P3 then plays the ball to P2 who returns it.
Alternate middle player every 30-60 seconds

Two feeding one (increases pressure)
P1 •

P3

P2 •

•
•
•
•

P1 plays to P3 who controls and returns it.
P2 then plays to P3 who controls it and returns it.
Alternate players every 30-60 seconds.
Variation: Could also be used for throwing, catching and hand passing.

In Fours
P3 P1 •

•
•

왖

왖

P2 P4

P1 runs to cone and strikes to P2 and returns to own base.
P2 controls sliotar, runs around own base cone, strikes to P3 and returns to base etc.

Strike 1 2 3
P5

왖

P4

왖

P1•

• P3
*
P2

•
•
•
•
•
•

In groups of five.
One player acts as a goalkeeper and stands between two markers, 4 to 6 feet apart.
Three other players stand in front of goal in an arc shape approx 10 to 15m away.
One player behind goalkeeper to retrieve sliotars.
The strikers are numbered 1, 2 and 3
When the coach calls their number they strike for goal.

Weak Sided Game (5 V 5)

•
•

One goal keeper, two defenders and two attackers per team
Ball is moved using weak side only (ask players to wear sleeve down on
their weak side or provide wristbands)

Over the Guard

•

In groups of three.

Aim:

To strike the ball over the guard to partner on the other side.

Variation:

In groups where one team strikes to another over two to three guards.
Introduce extra balls.
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Solo Run

•
•
•

Key Factors:

Lifting position
Shorten grip
Thumbs pointing to bas

Drill 1
In pairs, with each pair taking a sliotar.

•
•
•
•
•

P1 places the sliotar on P2’s hurley and counts how many seconds they can balance it for. Reverse roles.
Players take turns to toss sliotar, deaden it on hurley and balance.
Players walk around with sliotar on hurley
Repeat jogging
Players hop sliotar on hurley while jogging

Drill 2
•
•

•

•

왖
왖

•
•

왖

•

•
•

왖
P1 P2
P3 P4

•
•

왖

•

왖
•

•

•
•

왖

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

왖

•

•

•

•

•
•

Set up two squares, a small one inside a larger one
Divide players into two teams
Sliotars placed outside the large square
The first team stands inside the small square
On the whistle players sprint out, roll/jab lift the sliotars and return them to the smaller square using
the solo run. Continue until all sliotars collected
Second team repeats
Coach times each team- quickest time wins

Progressions:

•
•
•

Teams try to beat their own time
Increase the number of sliotars
Make the outer square bigger
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Slalom Course Relay

•
•
•

Set up a line of five poles/cones
Player 1 solos through, returns and hand passes ball to next player
Continue until all team have done it twice etc

Adaption:

Scoring:

•
•
•
•

Set up course in front of goals.
Shoot for points
Shoot for goals
Winner is team with most scores in set time or
set number of shots.

Hares and Hounds

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20m X 20m grid
Two Teams – Hares and Hounds
Hares have a sliotar each
On signal the hares solo their sliotar about the free space while the
hounds attempt to intercept by flicking ball off their hurleys
and take them to the den
When a hare loses her sliotar she must step outside the game for
the remaining time
Rotate roles
The winner will be the team with the largest number of sliotars
collected in a set time limit e.g. one minute

Tackle Alley

•
•
•
•
•
•

30m X 30m grid with 10 hoola hoops spread within it
Team A standing in the hoola hoops
Team B with a sliotar each at one end line
Team B try to solo run through the grid without Team A dispossessing
them
Any player who loses her sliotar is out of the game
Team B and A rotate positions

Adaption:

Team A with only one foot in the hoola hoops,
in order to stretch further to dispossess
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Hooking
When to use:

•

Key Factors:

•
•

•
Common Errors:

•
•

Used to tackle from behind a player striking the
sliotar in the air and on the ground
Tackler takes up position a hurley length and
outstretched arm behind opponent (if opponent
striking to left, stand behind right shoulder).
As opponent begins to strike, tackler lifts hurley
one handed to height of opponent’s shoulder and
holds it there so it is in the path of the striker’s
hurley
After hooking, the tackler follows through and
takes possession
Tackler has two hands on the hurley
Insufficient distance away

Imaginary Hook
Stationary:

•
•

On the coach’s call, go from ready position to the hook position
Could refer to it as fencing

Progression:

•

Once perfected, progress to walking/jogging across the field and hook on call

NB

Ensure tackler maintains position a hurley length and outstretched arm behind opponent

In pairs:

•
•

P1 in the lock position ready to strike. P2 behind and calls pull, P1 strikes and P2 hooks
P 1 moves along a line of tyres walking/jogging and strikes the tyres. P 2 jogs behind and hooks a) every
second tyre and b) at each tyre

Variation:

•
•

Replace some tyres with sliotars
Replace all tyres with sliotars
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Blocking

•

When to Use:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Factors:

Common Errors:

•
•
•

To tackle from in front of a player
striking from the hand.
Genuflect/step into the tackle
Hands together
Thumbs pointing towards the bas
Eyes on the sliotar
Block the bas
The tackler blocks the sliotar and runs
on to take possession
Eyes closed
Hands apart
Hurley allowed to drop (no protection)

“Hurling Haka”- players step in and block imaginary sliotar.
Use three-four mentors as coaches. Coaches strike imaginary
sliotar-players move in to block and then pick real sliotar 2m on.
Coaches gently striking sliotar-players move in and block.
Players in pairs-blocking real sliotar.

In Threes
P1 •

•
•
•
•

P2

• P3

Both P1 and P3 have a sliotar (could introduce this without a sliotar)
All players to be at least four strides apart
P1 strikes the sliotar, P2 blocks and turns toward P3
P3 then strikes the sliotar, P2 blocks and turns back to P1 again

Alternate middle player every 30-60 seconds
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Decision-Making
Tactical prowess: The ability of a player to weigh up match situations and select/ carry out the best available
playing options.
In order to develop effective camogie players coaches should encourage players to think, rather than doing
the thinking for them.
Coaches should aim to develop a thinking player, who knows what choices and options she has, who can
perform the required skills under pressure, and who has experienced as many of the situations requiring
decision-making as possible.
Ways of helping players to make the correct decisions: a)

Plan match-like or pressurised drills with choices

b)

Introduce conditions to training games to encourage decision-making

c)

Organise practices/games, which require players to think

d)

2 V 2s, 3 V 2s, 3 V 3s etc.

e)

Practice of specific skill

In General
Attacking Options

Defensive Options

Take possession and carry ball

Cover for a player pulled out of position

When in possession look up to
scan options

Clog the scoring area
Chase back

Pass the ball

Force player to play ball to an opponent

Play ball into space

Force player to over carry the ball

Switch play

Force player to play to poorly positioned teammate

Create space

Force player to be hesitant

Make decoy runs

Deny opponent time and space

Provide support

Dispossess player on the ball

Disguise the next move

Deny possession to player without the ball
Anticipate moves made by attackers
Delay tackling until the support of a teammate has arrived
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Decisions when in Possession

Decisions when not in Possession

Goalkeepers

Goalkeepers

•
•
•
•

•
•

Who/where to puck out to
Where to run to when making a clearance

Awareness- read dangers early/marking by
players

Direction/safety of clearance

•

Where to parry ball to

Defenders

•
•

Defenders

•
•
•
•
•

Communication-instructions to players

To strike/hand pass /solo run

•
•
•
•
•

To get the ball away from danger area
To maintain possession
To advance an attack
To get closer to a scoring position

Positioning

Anticipating the opposition’s line of attack
Best position to intercept a pass from the
opposition
When to commit to tackle/block/hook
To catch or to bat ball and where to bat to
When to cover for another defender
How far to follow a forward outfield
Where is the greatest danger?

Midfielders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midfielders
To carry / how to evade tackles / to scan
passing or shooting options

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide support – playing a one-two, to
commit an opponent to tackle
To strike or hand pass
To carry and how far
How best to get past an opponent
Pass ball for best attacking option

•
•

Pass to forward or into space
To pass to advantage of own forward to gain
possession

•
•
•

Distance of puck outs
Timing flight of ball
To catch or to break
To jump or anticipate break
To pick up or play on ground
To go forward and support attack or stay and
cover centre
Positioning for 45m frees in attack and defence
What to do when opposition break through
midfield

Forwards

To score or lay off pass

•
•
•
•
•
•

Forwards

•
•

Position for puck outs

To pass / to shoot / to carry
To pass – for receiver to have the best chance
of winning possession
Play the ball into space
How best to get past opponent

•

To shoot – point or goal

•
•

- left/right/low/high/power/placed?

Anticipating the line of attack
Best position to receive a pass
Distance and angle from goals
Position of other forwards
Position of opposition defenders
Best position to draw defender away from line
of attack
Best position to stop the ball being played out
by the opposition
Make decoy runs
Create space
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Principles of Attack and Defence
Principles of Attack and Defence are central or basic elements players need to understand in order to
develop as a player. Principles of attack help a player to become a better attacker and principles of defence
help players become better defenders. All members of a team in possession are attackers and when the
team loses possession they all become defenders; hence it is important that all team members have an
understanding of both the principles of attack and defence.

Put simply!!
Fundamental Principle of Attack
Gain possession and score in the most proficient way possible

Fundamental Principal of Defence
Restrict opposition when in possession and make it as difficult as possible to score.
However each of these principles can be further divided:

Principles of Attack
Possession: Possession of the ball is the most important principle of play. It determines everything that
happens. Possession is maintained with the aim of setting up good scoring opportunities.

Width:

This is the space between the players across the pitch.
All players must be aware of the importance of this and be conscious of it during play.
A team needs to create, preserve and exploit space when attacking.
When a team uses width in attack the following happens: space is created, more room available
to exercise skills, provides one on one situations, reduces defenders ability to cover, creates
room for scores and passes, defenders have to work harder.
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Depth:

This means that players are not operating in a straight line.
Depth in attack provides the player in possession with all round support. Ideally there should be
a player ahead of, alongside and behind the player in possession.

Penetration
The purpose of attacking play is to move the sliotar as quickly and as accurately as possible into, or through
the opposing defence to get a score. The movement of the sliotar could be by striking it, hand pass or speed
of player. The more a team plays across the pitch the less penetration takes place.

Mobility
This is often referred to as cunning running. A player who is always running, trying to lose a defender by
frequent change of pace or direction; seeking good attacking positions and dragging defenders out of
position to make space for her teammates displays good mobility.

Principals of Defence
The five Ds of Defence:
Delay
The first priority is to delay an attack to allow the defence get organised,
e.g. push player on to her weak side; force her to over-carry; force her
towards the corner or sideline.
Deny

•
•
•

Limit possession
Deny time and space
Prevent scoring opportunities for opponents

Depth
It means that players are not operating in a straight line.
Depth in Defence: Depth in defence means trying to always have cover. The defence not only
covers each other but also the spaces into which a pass could be played. Where three defenders
are in a straight line across the goal, a pass that beats one of them beats them all. In this case
they are neither covering each other or the space into which attacking players may move.

Dispossess

Distribute

Tackle/block/hook/flick away. Remember the
objective is to try and regain possession!!

Begin an attack all over again.
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Derry Coaching Tips by Philip Kerr
Ref: Derry GAA Website

The Two Ts of Possession by Paddy Flynn from St. Pius X College.
At any one time in a gaelic football match, there is only one member of a team in possession of the ball.
That player may have lots to focus on and little time to do so.
The onus is on the ball player to maintain good technique - catching, soloing, kick passing, fist passing,
shooting etc.
Of course, the same player must develop good decision-making, but the best decisions are often the result
of sharp thinking by his/her teammates. Each player ‘off’ the ball should be thinking and working on
things like - Am I in the best place for a pass? How can I give my teammate an option? Can I create space
for others? Am I calling for a 50/50 ball?
So, if you intend improving team play...push the two Ts at your players.... Technique ON the ball...Thinking
OFF the ball.
Once players get the message and put it into practice, teamwork will be the winner!

Working on Width
If a squad of U10s made up of players from Primary 4, 5, 6 and 7 can master the principle of play that is
‘width’, then there’s hope for Camogie.
To introduce any principle of play you may have to create a false situation on the pitch - one that the purists
[or is it the dinosaurs?] will trash as soon as they hear of it.
Next time you pace up and down the sideline, calling for players to stay wide, think about the
next coaching session when you’ll force the issue with the use of a couple of lines of
multimarkers [flexi markers].
Before a practice game, run two lines of markers along the length of the pitch, each line creating a five
metre wide zone between it and the sideline. Pick your teams [Greens and Reds] and take one player from
each to act as a ‘LINK PLAYER’ running inside these zones. The green player works in one zone, the red
player works in the other.
The rules of the game are simple. Play a normal match, but insist on the following: if a team takes
possession of the ball it must use its link player at least once during the move towards the opposition goal.
At no stage may the link player be tackled and at no stage may he
move outside his/her zone.
The Link Player may only move to receive a pass and play the ball within the count of ‘3’ back into the game
proper. This offers a great opportunity to practise diagonal passing and support running.
It also shows players the value of width and allows them to practise it without direct opposition, until the
notion of how to play ‘link’ beds in.

Good luck!
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Basic Practices

These are a progression of practices and the basic tactical principles which can be
explored within each. Remember when we have the sliotar we are attacking and when we are without the
sliotar we are defending.
1V1

Beating a player

Defending, tackling

2V1

Moving off the ball in attack:

How to move to create space.

Use of space

How to move to receive passes.

Support Play

Ways to move advantageously
when team has the ball

Moving off the ball in defence:

How to move to influence the
player in possession

Channelling/Jockeying

How to balance covering the player
in possession whilst being aware |
of the other attacker

Marking

2V2

Changing from:
attack into defence

Reacting to losing the ball

defence into attack

Reacting to winning the ball

2V2

(Attack two goals, defend two goals)

Being able to change from attacking
one goal to attacking the other

4 goals

Use of width in attack

The importance of movement off the
ball by the supporting attacker

Changing the point of attack

One attacker tries to draw in two
defenders, so allowing the support
player some freedom

Use of triangles in support play

Support forwards giving good angles
of pass and support using the triangle
principle so the player on the ball
always has two passes although the
defender may block one.

Possession

Discuss possession play

(Three attack either goal, when a
player looses the sliotar she
becomes the one)

Being the “pig in the middle” soon
makes players realise the cost of
losing the ball.

Possession V Penetration
Cost of loosing the ball

The balance of when to penetrate
and when to safely keep possession
can be discussed

3V2

Making 2 V 1 happen

Two attackers isolating one defender

2 goals

Covering

The two defenders need to switch roles
from engaged defender to covering
defender and their positioning is vital

3V1

No goals

3V1
2 goals

Channelling as a pair of defenders
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Small Team Games
From here on the practices become “small team games”.
3V3

All the principles of attack

Width

30 x 30m

No Goalkeeper, 1,1,1

Support
Penetration

4V4

Goalkeeper, 1,1,1

Mobility

45 x 30m

All the principles of defence

Delay
Deny
Patience
Balance & Co-ordination
Marking

Transition from:
Attack to defence
Defence to attack
5V5

Goalkeeper, 1,2,1

45 x 40m
7 V7

First Touch (U8)

Focus on Ground Striking

45x40m

Goalkeeper, 2,2,2

Introduce responsibilities of the
various areas of the pitch.

Principle of Attack

Preserving, creating and
exploiting space

Principle of Defence

Restricting time and space

9V9

Quick Touch (U10)

Consolidate skills, develop both sides
and striking from the hands

65x40m

Goalkeeper, 3,2,3

Coach simple attacking and defending
play through problem solving

Principle of Attack

Possession, passing, movement

Principle of Defence

Non possession-tackling and covering

11 V 11

Smart Touch (U12)

Refining of all the skills-emphasis on
lift and strike, evasion and tackling

90x40m

Goalkeeper, 2,2,2,2,2

Condition games to emphasis a
particular point
Importance of what we are trying to
do when we have the ball and also
when they have the ball.
Importance of what we are trying to
do when we have the ball and also
when they have the ball.

Principle of Attack

Attacking at set plays, frees, sidelines

Principle of Defence

Prevent scoring and defend at set plays
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Physical Fitness
Physical fitness allows the player to perform the basic techniques, engage in physical contests and respond
to signs, sounds and signals experienced during the game with the least possible expenditure of energy.
While this section specifically deals with physical fitness, the importance of integrating skill development
with physical fitness development cannot be overemphasised.

Components of Fitness for a Camogie Player

Speed
Stamina
Suppleness
Strength
Sleep!!!
Speed
Speed is generally associated with the time taken to cover a particular distance. The aim of speed training is
to make players faster. Speed development for teenagers should focus on developing speed over intervals of
between five and 20 seconds, ensuring that adequate recovery occurs between sprints. Activities designed
to develop reaction time and acceleration/deceleration using short sprints are appropriate.

Stamina
Before the onset of puberty, it is common for many players to improve, often dramatically, based on the
improvement in their movement skills. Aerobic levels can be developed in teenage players, incorporating a
number of different types of activities. Due to the different developmental stages that players go through
during their teenage years, it is possible to group players based on their development in order to develop
their aerobic capacity.

Suppleness (Flexibility)
Monitoring of flexibility is important amongst teenagers, as due to the large variations in the rate of growth,
flexibility can be reduced if appropriate activities are not undertaken.
Introducing dynamic flexibility activities into the warm up and static stretching into the cool down of a
coaching session ensures that the muscles are stretched throughout their full range of motion.
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Strength
Resistance training for teenage players is ok – provided the activities are supervised, safe and ageappropriate. The teenage years are a time of great change for the teenager. Teenagers grow more in these
years than at almost any other time in their lives. This accelerated growth provides an opportunity to
develop muscular strength and endurance in a planned manner. The young player can build muscle
strength using:

•
•

•
•

Free Weights
Medicine Balls/Resistance Bands/Tubes

Machine Weights
Body Weight Activities

Principles of Training
There are a number of principles that form the backbone of any physical training programme to achieve
success. These basic principles of training help coaches to design programmes that are specific and safe for
a team or an individual player. The training principles outlined below will appear to focus mostly on physical
fitness training but the majority will also apply to technical, tactical and psychological training.
To establish how best to use training principles to improve the conditioning of a team, the coach needs to
identify the requirements of playing Camogie. Long-term performance development is best achieved
through a year round training programme. With correct planning, players will be able to improve all
physical attributes and skill performance while following the principles of progression, overload,
specificity, reversibility, variation and individual differences.

•

•
•

•

•
•

Individual Differences- Every player is different and responds differently to the same training activities.
This is due to factors such as the individual’s state of training; the characteristics players have
inherited from their parents, their personal commitment and their level of physical and mental
maturity.
Adaptation- Is the way the body responds to the training programme. The parts of the body that are
actively stressed during exercise adapt to those stresses, leading to an increase in performance.
Overload- For the body’s systems to make these adaptations, they must be overloaded. In order to
improve any area of a player’s game; the player must do more than what he/she is used to doing.
When more is demanded of a player, the body adapts to the increased demand. Overload can be
applied through increasing the duration or the intensity of an activity, or both.
Progression- The overload imposed on a player must be progressive. If a training programme stays at
the same intensity for a whole year, adaptations will only be evident at the beginning, as after this
the body will no longer be overloaded. So as the body adapts to the overload we must progress by
increasing the load further. If the demand of training is increased too quickly the player may be
unable to adapt to training and break down. If the demand is not sufficiently progressed, there will
not be an adequate training load to develop fitness. Gradually increasing the training load and
allowing adequate time for recovery will produce best results.
Reversibility- Use it or lose it! The adaptations that take place as a result of training are all reversible.
Adaptations to endurance training can be lost more quickly than it takes to achieve them while
strength gains are lost more slowly.
Specificity- Is the least complex training principle. This principle states that the best way to develop
fitness for any sport is to train the muscles used in that sport. In order for a training programme to
be effective it must be specific for the sport and the position of the player. Thus a programme that
mimics the movements and actions of the activities of Camogie is important in any plan.
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•

•

Recovery- Is one of the most overlooked principles of training. It is during the recovery sessions that the
adaptations to training take place. Recovery sessions may not necessarily mean complete rest.
Periods of lower intensity activity will allow the body to adapt without increasing the stress placed
on it. These periods are excellent opportunities for work on technique and tactics.
Variation- If training programmes are repetitious; players can soon become bored and lose their
motivation. This means that a coach should change the type of activity or the order of activities so
as not to overstress the players, and also to maintain the players’ interest in training.

Apply the word FIT when planning your programme
Using the word FIT; gains in fitness are achieved by regularly increasing one of the following:

F

Frequency (How often you train)

I

Intensity (How hard you train)

T

Time (How long you train for)

However it is very important to change only one of them at a time.

NOTE:

Apply the

Principles of Training
to develop the

Components of Fitness
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Strategy and Rules
PITCH LAYOUT
Goal

Square

13m
20m

45m

Half way Line

45m

20m
13m
Square

Goal
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TEAM LINEOUT
Goalkeeper
1
Right Corner Back
2

Full Back
3

Left Corner Back
4

Right Half Back
5

Centre Back
6

Left Half Back
7

Right Midfield
8

Left Midfield
9

Right Half Forward
10

Centre Forward
11

Right Corner Forward
13

Full Forward
14

Left Half Forward
12
Left Corner Forward
15

Goalkeeper
Role:
Prevent Scores
Clear the ball effectively
Marshall the defence
Take puck outs

Skills/Qualities Required:
Good reflexes
Good eye - ability to catch the ball and judge
its flight
Good puck-out & clearances
Decisive
Cool under pressure
Good communicator

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Defenders
Role:
Mark opponents
Prevent scores
Cover for other defenders
Set up attacking movements

Skills/Qualities Required:
Ability to tackle and block
Determination to compete with opponent and
defend the goal
Confidence under a dropping ball
Ability to deliver the ball quickly out of defence,
either on the ground or from the hand

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Midfielders
Role:
Act as a link between the defenders and
attackers
Control the area around centre field
Drop back to defend and move forward
to support the forwards

Skills/Qualities Required:
Midfielders will use all the skills required of
defenders and attackers
Good anticipation
Stamina

•
•
•

•
•
•

Attackers
Skills/Qualities Required:
Speed - scores come more often when play is
fast and open
Accurate
Ability to strike under pressure without being
blocked down/hooked
Vary team play, or engage in pre-arranged
tactical play

Role:
Gain possession and score
Link with other forwards to make scores
Create time and space by keeping on the
move when not in possession and drawing
defenders out of position
Prevent the defenders from clearing the ball

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Rule Differences between Camogie & Hurling
Camogie

Hurling

•
•

•
•

Hand passed goal is allowed
Players allowed to drop the hurley to hand
pass

Hand passed goal not allowed
A free awarded when player drops the hurley to
hand pass

•

45m free awarded when defender plays ball
over own end-line

•

65m free awarded when defender plays ball
over own end-line

•
•

Shouldering is not allowed

•
•

Side to side charge is allowed

Player may “flick” in air & on ground
opponent’s hurley as the ball approaches

It is a free to “flick” an opponent’s hurley as
the ball approaches

TABLE QUIZ – RULES OF CAMOGIE
12

1.

How many players must a team have to start a game?

2.

How many substitutes are allowed in Camogie?

3.

What must be given to the referee before the start of the second half?

4.

What is the duration of a Camogie game?

5.

Should a game go to extra time, how many minutes a side is it?

6.

How many substitutes can be used in extra time?

7.

How many times can a player catch the sliotar?

8.

What is awarded when a defender plays the sliotar over her
team’s own end line?

9.

What actions should a referee take when a player shows
dissent with any decisions?

Five
Team List

60 minutes with 10 minutes for half time.
10 minutes-a-side
Five
Twice
45 metres free.

Award a free to the opposition.

Should a free have already been awarded, it shall be brought forward 10 metres.
Book the player giving her a yellow card (for a second offence she is sent off )
What should a referee do in each of the following cases?
A free is awarded to the opposition
on the 45-metre line opposite
where puck out was taken.

10. A goalkeeper taking a puck out misses the ball
completely, roll lifts the ball into her hand and
pucks the ball out at the second attempt.
11.

Allow score to stand.

A free-taker lifts the ball but misses it completely; she strikes
the ball on the ground to a teammate who strikes it over the bar.

12. Taking a sideline a player swings over the top of the ball.
A member of the opposition runs forward and plays
the ball away to a teammate.

Allow the sideline to be retaken as it was never
actually taken in the first place.
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Good Practice
Player’s Personal Organisation
Encourage all players to organise their own equipment:
Hurleys

Helmet

Shin pad

Playing gear

Gum shield

Gear bag

Football boots

Snack food

Water bottle

Childrens Welfare and Integration of all in Camogie
Coaches have a crucial leadership role to play in sport. The trust implicit in coach-child relationships in sport
places a duty of care on all coaches to safeguard the health, safety and welfare of the child while taking part in
Camogie activities. However, given the important and responsible roles which coaches play at many different
levels in sport, it is essential that their competence and ability to deal with children in a fair, empathic and ethical
way is supported, guided and maintained. Coaches should operate to the agreed Code of Behaviour, which
emphasises enjoyment, equality, fair play and the general well being of young people.
Cumann Camógaíochta na nGael has agreed a single Code of Behaviour for all gaelic games. This Code of
Behaviour complements our own Code of Ethics and Good Practice for Children’s Sport and addresses the
appropriate levels of behaviour, practice and conduct required from our young players, officials, team mentors,
supporters, parents/guardians and clubs. This code is promoted by us so as to enable and assist those who
promote and deliver our games to comply with the highest possible standards in our work with children and
young people. This model of good practice should help children to demonstrate an awareness of equality, fair
play and respect for all.
It is recommended to use this Code in tandem with our own Code of Ethics and Best Practice for Children.
Coaches should also undertake relevant training in order to be well prepared to operate in a safe sporting
environment with a knowledge and understanding of their role and responsibilities.
Coaches should also make themselves aware of Cumann Camógaíochta na nGael’s Social Inclusion Strategy
which is an essential part of our ethos of equality, fair play and respect for all.
Coaches should encourage players of all abilities, ethnic groups and nationalities to participate in and enjoy
playing camogie. Coaches need to be aware of issues that may arise and through discussion with fellow club
coaches and getting information from appropriate bodies create an environment that is conducive to
participation by all in camogie. Including people with a disability
There are three broad categories of disability:

•

Learning difficulty

•

Physical disability
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•

Sensory disability

GOOD PRACTICE

TIPS:

• Focus on the person’s ability.
• Talk to the young person and discuss what they can
do and which equipment they feel comfortable
with.

• Speak with the child’s parents.
• Get information/advice from other sporting
bodies.

• Consider the adaptations and integrations
necessary.

• Ensure that you are within sight and hearing when • Consider adjustments to activities/equipment.
• Modify the rules to increase participation.
giving instructions.
For Further Information:
• Special Olympics

• Irish Wheelchair Association

• Irish Blind Sports Association

• Irish Deaf Sports Association

• Cerebral Palsy Ireland

Nutrition & Hydration
Obesity among Irish children is increasing and is largely due to a number of lifestyle factors. Children who
develop healthy eating habits in childhood are more likely to maintain these habits in later life. Coaches can
encourage children to adopt healthy eating practices for sporting performance. When developed at an early
age, healthy eating habits can optimise growth, aid recovery and help prevent injury.

Food Types
Foods fit into five different Food Types:
1.

Breads, Cereals and Potatoes

2.

Fruit and Vegetables

3.

Milk and Dairy Products

4.

Meat, Fish and Others

5.

Foods containing Fat, Oils and Sugar

Breads, Cereals and Potatoes along with Fruits and Vegetables are mostly made up of carbohydrate, with
vitamins and minerals. Carbohydrates are used to provide energy. These food types make up the three base
segments of the Food Pyramid and should be consumed most regularly.
Milk, Dairy Products, and Meat and Fish are mostly made up of protein and other vitamins and minerals,
such as calcium. We need these types of foods to grow –bones and our muscles. These food types are
important - especially in children, and should be consumed regularly.
Foods that contain Fat, Oils and Sugars include things like butter, crisps and chips. These foods are used to
give us energy. This energy can be stored to use later. These food types make up the top of the food pyramid
and should be eaten sparingly.
The value of good nutrition for players of Camogie is appreciated increasingly by players and coaches alike
at all levels of the game. The nutritional needs of teenagers differ from those of adults. Due to the rapid
growth that occurs during the teenage years, more calories and protein are required. It is essential that
teenagers consume a well balanced diet to avoid succumbing to obesity or potential eating disorders.
Each teenager is different, and there are not a golden set of rules for teenagers, however there are some
basic facts that the coach can use to work out what advice is best to give to teenagers.
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The coach should:

•
•
•

Know how to access information on diet and sport specific nutrition, how to
organise this information and, if necessary provide details to parents.
When going to away games or trips, the coach should ensure that adequate
meals are available to the players.
Avoid overstating the need for a particular body shape, size or percentage body
fat that will assist the player to achieve their full potential.

Requirements during Adolescence

•

•
•

An increased requirement for nutrients during adolescence is necessary to cope with the major growth
changes taking place during this time.
Appetite is a good indicator of energy needs, but some teenagers are attracted to fad diets, or fad
foods. This can be an example of teenagers expressing their independence by giving up some food
habits that were introduced during childhood and developing their own habits.
Education and information about the best choice of snacks and meals are important for teenagers.
Teenagers will eat high fat snacks and take always, but they should be encouraged to balance these with
healthier foods based on the food pyramid
Emphasise good food as part of a healthy lifestyle
Coaches should make players aware of the impact certain types of foods can have on a players
preparation for a training session or a game so that they can avoid these foods when appropriate. There
are certain basic rules for players to follow before and after a session or game to improve performance
and ensure quick and complete recovery.
Ref: GAA Website

Pre-Training Snack

Recovery Snack

Approx 1.5-2 hours before training

Recent studies confirm the importance of having
a balance of both protein and carbohydrates after
training.

Mainly carbohydrate-based foods

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thick vegetable soup with bread roll
Jacket potato with cottage cheese, tuna,
baked beans, sweet corn or chilli con carne
Sandwiches made with wholemeal bread
filled with low fat cheese, chicken, salad,
honey/jam or banana
Beans on toast
Toast with tinned spaghetti in tomato sauce
Pitta bread with tuna and sweet corn,
salad, meat.
Scones or muffins or fruit cake
Milk puddings
Breakfast cereals with fruit
Fruit yoghurts

Ideally this should be consumed as soon as
training/game is over.

•
•
•
•

Banana & 500mls sports drink
Muesli with a cup skimmed milk
Tuna in brine with two slices of bread
Mixed nuts (mainly peanuts) - a small handful!!

Hydration
A good yardstick is 35-45ml/kg. For an average 50kg
young player this means drinking between 1.75 and
2.25 litres of water each day.
Water, diluted sports drinks and energy drinks should
be consumed before, during and after training.
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Some Tips to Develop Good Habits:
Encourage players to eat breakfast.

•
Advise re pre-match meal/snack. Eat a minimum of two hours before a match.

•
Provide information on recovery snack. Eat within 30 mins-2 hours of match/training

•
Encourage regular intake of fluids, especially water.

•
When a player is injured and play stops encourage all players to get water.

•
Try new dietary habits out in training before trying them in a match.

•
Focus on sporting performance rather than size.

•
Refer to dehydration and fatigue and their effect on performance.

•
For away games encourage players to bring sandwiches/rolls/pitta bread.

•
Stop at shops rather than chip shops.

•
Establish a routine and stick with it.

•
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14
CHAPTER

Motives and Needs
REMEMBER
PEOPLE ARE MOTIVATED TO FULFILL THEIR NEEDS
Reasons girls play Camogie
This has been covered in the Introduction course.
These are some of the reasons given by young players:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To have FUN
To be with friends
Learning new skills
Making friends
See new places – and have new experiences
To be part of a team
For the competitive challenge

Why Children Quit Sport

•
•
•
•
•
•

Not getting to play
Abusive coaching
Over emphasis on winning
Too much regimentation at training
Fear of failure
Mismatching for physical size

Motivation
Vocabulary for Successful Coaches:
Mistake = Learning opportunity
Failure = Feedback
Lazy = Storing energy
Lonely = Available
Exhausted = Re-charging
Overwhelmed = In demand

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ref: Larry Lipman (Success Coach)
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10 Tips to Motivate Young Camogie Players:

1.

Camogie needs to be FUN:
Vary the training routine, environment, drills and activities.

2.

Encourage realistic goal/challenge setting:
Individual and team
Short and long term

3.

Rewards:
Recognise and praise players for their achievement
Have a yearly prize for most improved player and other prizes.
Reward regular attendance at training, with a day trip for the team.

4.

Media:
Get team results put in club/parish newsletter, local papers and radio.

5.

Travel:
Try to have an exchange with a club in another county. Have trips on a regular
basis, something to look forward to.

6.

Support:
Encourage other age groups and people involved in the club to support each other
to build up a positive atmosphere in your club.

7.

Family Involvement:
Have meetings with families to set out plans and to keep them informed.

8.

Keep Records:
Keep records of results and training;
• Video games
• Take pictures
• Have a club notice board

9.

Sporting Role Models:
Have trips to see heroes in action.
Invite heroes to training session/club function/club talk.

10.

Show Videos:
Show footage of sporting heroes and other club teams.
Encourage reading of books, magazines, etc
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Remember for ten to fourteen year old girls life is a time of change
Coaching Sessions should be:

It is an opportune time to develop:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Technique & skill development
Tactical knowledge
Decision-making and problem solving
Fitness and training patterns
Self-discipline and self-awareness

Fun
Varied
Have a purpose
Have some success for the players
(scoring a point, performing more
roll lifts etc)

Why?

“Variety brings Enjoyment Enjoyment brings Motivation Motivation brings Performance”
Ref: (Paudie Butler, National Director of Hurling)
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CHAPTER

Contacts
for Further Development
Useful Web sites:

Books:

www.camogie.ie

Ulster GAA Fundamentals Manual & CD

www.gaa.ie

Ulster GAA Learn to Train Manual

www.ulster.gaa.ie

Ulster GAA Train to Train Manual

www.derry.gaa.ie

Successful Coaching by Reiner Mertens

www.dublinamesdevelopment.ie

Success from Within by Brendan Hackett

www.playtheball.com
(rugby league site good physical fitness ideas)

National Coaching Committee

www.brianmac.demon.co.uk

See www.camogie.ie for contact details

www.sport-fitness-advisor.com

Code of Ethics Committee (to book a course)
See www.camogie.ie for contact details
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Long Term Player
Development
(LTPD) – Camogie

GET A GRIP

CLASH OF THE ASH

PHASE 1

PHASE 3

6-8 YEARS

9-11 YEARS

GET HOOKED

SOLO TO SUCCESS

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

12-14 YEARS

15-17 YEARS

STRIKE FOR
GLORY

POST PLAYING
CAREER

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

17+ YEARS
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Long Term Player
Development – Camogie
The Technical Advisory Group of Coaching Ireland has developed a model for Long-Term Player/Athlete
Development outlining the various capacities that a player/athlete should develop during the different
phases of their sporting development under six headings; Technical, Tactical, Physical, Mental, Lifestyle and
Personal. Cumann Camógaíochta na nGael has adapted this model for Camogie. The phases of this model
applicable to the “Camán Get A Grip” Foundational Level Coach Education Course are explained below. Not
all players will smoothly assimilate to all phases in a perfect manner. Many will develop different capacities
at different rates.
The “Camán Get Hooked” Coach Education course covers Phase 3 of the Camogie Long Tem Player
Development model and some elements of Phase 2. Some players who advance more quickly will develop
skills in Phase 4 – Solo to Success.
Phase 1 – Get a Grip
(6-8 yrs approx)
The main objective of this phase is to learn all the fundamental movement skills of Camogie such as correct
running, jumping and throwing techniques
These movement skills should be taught in a positive manner using an organised and fun approach. Speed,
power, strength and endurance are also developed in this phase in accordance with the level and ability of
the physical development of the Camogie player. It is important that the Camogie player participates in as
many sports as possible during this phase to further develop the fundamental movement skills.
Phase 2 – Clash of the Ash
(9-11yrs approx)
The Camogie player is learning how to play and practice the fundamental skills of the game of Camogie
during this phase. Continued development of the Fundamental movement skills from the ‘Get a Grip Phase’
should be encouraged. This is important because the ability of a Camogie Player to reach her full potential
will be compromised if fundamental movement skill training is not developed between the ages of eight to
eleven.
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Phase 3 – Get Hooked
(12-14 yrs approx)
During this phase the Camogie player is learning how to train practice and play the game effectively. Accuracy
of Camogie skill is being further developed. This phase addresses critical periods for strength and aerobic
development. Both strength and aerobic trainability is dependent on maturation levels, not chronological age.
In this phase players are also introduced into the competitive aspects of the game as part of a full team.
Phase 4 – Solo to Success
(15-17 yrs approx)
During this phase the Camogie player is training to compete. Optimising fitness preparation and
performance is therefore necessary during this phase. To achieve this, high intensity individual- and matchspecific training is provided to the players. Sport specific skills are performed under a variety of competitive
conditions during training. Players will train to play in club / school practice matches as well as more
competitive league/championship games.
Phase 5 – Strike for Glory
(17+ yrs approx)
All of the Camogie player’s capacities are now fully established and players are training to peak for major
matches/ competitions. The aim is to maximise fitness preparation, individual and Camogie specific skills
as well as performance. Training is high intensity and relatively high volume with appropriate rest and
recovery breaks.
Post Playing Career -Shifting the Goalposts
This phase refers to the activities performed after a Camogie player has finished playing Camogie training
and competitions permanently. Retirement can occur at any age. The aim of this phase is to retain Camogie
players for coaching, sport administration, officiating or any other Camogie-related career

Clash of the Ash – 9-11 yrs approx
Technical Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…
n Develop basic skill of: Strike ball on the ground

v Demonstrate the skill of striking the ball on the ground in a fluid way

n Develop basic skill of: Strike ball on both left and right sides

v Demonstrate the skill of striking the ball on both the left and right sides in a fluid way

n Develop basic skill of: Lifting sliotar while stationary

v Demonstrate the skill of lifting the sliotar while stationary in a fluid way

n Develop basic skill of: Lifting sliotar while on the run

n Develop basic skill of: Striking sliotar in the air on dominant side

v Demonstrate the skill of striking in the air on dominant side in a fluid way.

n Develop basic skill of: Catching sliotar at chest level

v Demonstrate the skill of catching sliotar at chest level in a fluid way.

n Develop basic skill of: Handpassing sliotar from the hand.

v Demonstrate the skill of handpassing sliotar from the hand in a fluid way.

n Develop basic skill of: hooking

v Demonstrate the skill of hooking in a fluid way
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n Develop basic skill of blocking

v Demonstrate the skill of blocking in a fluid way

n Develop the skill of Clashing

n Develop the skill of batting down a high ball
n Develop 1st touch control of sliotar

n Practice technical skills outside of controlled practice- repetitive learning
-Against a wall
n Practice technical skills outside of controlled practice- repetitive learning
-With a friend
n Practice technical skills outside of controlled practice- repetitive learning
-With a group of friends
n Practice technical skills outside of controlled practice- repetitive learning
-Everyday
Tactical Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…

n Line out in different positions on pitch

n Name the different positions on pitch (e.g.) full back
n Experience playing in different positions on pitch

n Play modified games (e.g) ground hurling/ lift and strike
n Play small-sided games (e.g.) Go Games

n Use skills of striking, tackling, lifting in small sided games

n Use skills of striking, tackling, lifting in small sided games with conditioned game rules
n Identify and adhere to rules for frees

n Identify and adhere to rules for sidelines
n Identify and adhere to rules for wides

n Identify and adhere to rules for starting a Game
Physical Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…

n Develop wrist and ankle stability

n Progress development of agility, balance and co ordination (abc’s) to a level where movement is fluid.
n Progress development of speed with control of body/hurley
n Identify the benefits of basic warm-up
n Identify when to warm up

n Follow instructions on how to warm up

n Identify the benefits of basic cool-down
n Identify when to cool down

n Follow instructions on how to cool down

n Demonstrate repetitive specific actions to develop leg and arm strength (e.g.) soloing task
n Perform basic mobility exercises (e.g.) side steps, skipping, zig zag
n Move and control body in limited space

n Develop power through fun games (e.g.) bunny jumps
n Perform basic flexibility exercises
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Mental Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…

n Develop confidence in using a variety of skills in a game situation

n Continue to show enthusiasm for Camogie through participation and commitment
n Develop concentration skills (e.g.) keeping eye on the ball all of the time
n Learn how to control anxiety

n Develop decision making skills in small sided games (e.g.) when to pick up the ball or pull on the
ground
Lifestyle Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…

n Continue to play multiple sports and activities

n Incorporate regular Camogie training into everyday life

n Develop good practice habits to develop independence
n Develop commitment to regular training schedule
n Apply safe practices

n Play with peers at home
Personal Capacities
CLASH OF THE ASH PHASE
During this phase, the player will…
n Experience enjoyment/fun

n Develop social interaction with peers and mentors
n Develop teamwork and interaction skills

n Develop respect for officials and decisions

n Be aware that effort and time spent playing the game will result in improved and consistent
performance
n Accept rules, regulations and structures

Get Hooked – 12-14 yrs approx
Technical Capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Perform technical skills well from both left and right sides

n Demonstrate the skill of lifting sliotar on the run in a fluid way.
n Execute skills at speed

n Execute skills in pressure situations (e.g.) while being tackled for possession
n Perform the following skill proficiently: Strike sliotar in the air

n Perform the following skill proficiently: Strike sliotar from left and right sides
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n Perform the following skill proficiently: Strike ball on dominant side in the air while on the run
n Perform the following skill proficiently: Handpass off the hurley
n Perform the following skill proficiently: Hooking
n Perform the following skill proficiently: Blocking

n Perform the following skill proficiently: Clashing

n Perform the following skill proficiently: Batting down high ball
n Perform first touch control of sliotar in a fluid way
n Perform the following skill: Catch sliotar overhead
n Perform the following skill: Solo ball

n Perform the following skill: Shoot accurately
n Perform the following skill: Free taking

n Perform the following skill: Side line cuts

n Continue practising technical skills outside controlled practice session
n Individualise skills training to address strengths and weaknesses
n Engage in specific target practice
Tactical Capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Implement key game principles such as running off the ball
n Use peripheral vision

n Learn to create space

n Support players on the ball
n Use a game plan

n Identify the number worn by the person that plays in a particular position on pitch
n Identify and adhere to match rules

n Develop decision making - on skill selection
n Develop decision making - on positioning

n Control and maintain possession of the ball under pressure
n Identify the different positional skill requirements
n Demonstrate different positional skills

n Play practice matches developing positional skills
n Play competitive games to apply positional skills
n Begin self-analysis in training and competition
Physical Capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Develop aerobic and anaerobic endurance

n Undertake flexibility training given the rapid growth of bones, tendons, ligaments and muscles
n Continue to develop ankle, shoulder, elbow and wrist stability
n Develop core and spine stability

n Identify when to do dynamic stretching
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n Perform dynamic stretching

n Identify when to do static stretching

n Demonstrate static stretching exercises for different muscle groups of the body (e.g.) quadriceps,
hamstrings
n Continue to develop speed- linear, lateral and multi directional

n Continue to develop leg and arm strength using own body resistance

n Develop peripheral vision through small sided games and specific group activities (e.g) line soloing
and passing
Mental Capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Keep positive and accept that self-worth is not linked to performance

n Continue to develop confidence in using a variety of skills in a game situation

n Continue to develop concentration Skills – in using self-talk, thought stopping

n Further develop decision making skills in small sided games (e.g.) what type of pass to use.
n Use structured goal-setting

n Practise and understand the importance of breathing for controlling anxiety
n Develop performance and pre-performance routines
n Display a motivation to succeed
n Learn to control emotions

n Learn to cope with success and set backs

n Develop the use of imagery particularly in the areas of set pieces.
n Use imagery for practising and improving technique and tactics

n Use imagery for general motivation and improving self-confidence
Lifestyle capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Apply correct nutrition before, during and after practice/match

n Apply correct hydration before, during and after practice/match

n Integrate the importance of rest and recovery in both practice and match sessions
n Learn how to manage time (e.g.) balance Camogie and school life
n Develop skills to deal with peer pressure
n Participate in complementary sports
n Identify the signs of fatigue

n Follow planned and periodised training programmes

n Begin to use self-monitoring e.g. Keep a diary of training
Personal Capacities
GET HOOKED
During this phase, the player will…

n Develop and progress social interaction skills
n Learn to work in a team environment

n Develop positive communication skills
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n Display personal discipline

n Display commitment to team ethos

n Show dedication to both the team and the sport of Camogie

n Begin to include the concept of deliberate practice into everyday play

n Display personal responsibility in relation to personal organisation of (e.g.) playing gear and getting to
matches
n Display commitment to improve/achieve goals

n Continue to display respect for officials and competitors in the game

n Understand the changes that puberty will bring and its implications for training

Solo to Success – 15- 17years approx
Technical Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Display confidence in performing Camogie skills including goal keeping skills

n Display consistency in performing Camogie skills including goal keeping skills
n Display control in performing Camogie skills
n Practise skills under competitive conditions

n Undertake an intensity of training relevant to competition and opposition.
n Display individual style of play

n Perform the following skill: Flick ball on ground
n Perform the following skill: Flick ball in the air

Tactical Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Undertake advanced team play when in possession
e.g. use of long ball/diagonal ball
n Take sidelines

n Adopt a specific role within the team, when taking opposing teams’ strengths/weaknesses into
account.
n Adapt to opponents game plan

n Read the game and move on and off the ball accordingly
n Adapt game plan to climate wet/wind/heat

n Continue self-analysis in training and competition

n Apply decision making in relation to skill selection
n Apply decision making in relation to positioning
n Implement principles of attack and defence
n Undertake competition simulation training

n Practise position-specific tactical preparation
n Adhere to competitive strategies
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Physical Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Undertake intense physical conditioning as part of a team
n Undertake physical conditioning as an individual

n Undertake physical conditioning appropriate to your field position

n Emphasise individual preparation that addresses individual strengths and weaknesses
n Maintain core strength/stability

n Undertake Speed Agility and Quickness Sessions (SAQ)

n Prepare optimally taking into account the concept of tapering / peaking

n Take appropriate rest and recovery breaks between training sessions and matches
Mental Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Develop confidence through improved technique, tactical understanding and competitive
performance

n Use self talk/trigger words/ thought stopping to focus attention and deal with distractions

n Develop personal responsibility – undertake independent mistake detection and correction
n Develop decision making skills

n Set goals for technical, tactical, physical, mental, lifestyle and personal areas
n Use pre performance and performance routines constantly
n Develop personal routines and refine
n Adhere to team routines
n Display patience

n Use imagery for practising strategies and dealing with different situations/problems

n Explore relaxation techniques (e.g) Deep breathing and incorporate into performance and pre
performance preparation
n Identify the importance of practising mental skills
n Develop skills to cope with social pressures
Lifestyle Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Engage in planning and perioidisation of training

n Monitor the signs of fatigue and develop appropriate recovery strategies
n Continue to develop time management skills
n Develop a support network
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n Develop responsibility for personal preparation before training/games
n Acquire increased knowledge on hydration/nutrition

n Develop a deeper understanding of rest/recovery so to avoid burnout and prevent injuries.
n Manage college/career/intercounty aspirations
n Apply for GAA/Camogie bursaries

n Monitor oneself using a training log/diary

n Prepare for different environments e.g. heat/cold/rain
n Apply injury prevention measures
Personal Capacities
SOLO TO SUCCESS
During this phase, the player will…

n Continue getting to know oneself, physically/socially/mentally/emotionally etc
n Display a balanced lifestyle

n Display personal responsibility and involvement in decision making

n Learn to combine playing Camogie with family, school and life goals
n Address economic and independence issues
n Train and compete ethically and fairly
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Facebook.com/officialcamogieassociation
Twitter.com/officialcamogie
www.camogie.ie

